International Internship Program at Toyota Boshoku

Duration:
6 Jun to 26 Aug 2016
(Maximum duration: 90 days. Minor adjustment is available)

Application Due Date:
21st of February 2016

Job Description:
Engineering assistant at production engineering management Div.

1. Internship theme:
   Making digital factory in Toyota Boshoku factory

2. Description:
   Digital factory is a technique of inspection on the computer of all factories and manufacture lines. We will make a data by 3D scanner, and visualize the manufacture lines correctly. We will use this database to solve problems in advance, to design the optimum layout. Students will try to understand the TPS and manufacturing structure at TBJ, and make the database of digital factory.
   1) Shooting factory and manufacturing line for Digital factory by 3D scanner
   2) Making database by CAD data.
   3) Consideration of new factory layout design using the CAD database

3. Location:
   Toyota City, Aichi Prefecture, Japan

4. Approx. hours per week:
   40 hours a week (8 hours a day, 5 days a week)

5. Conditions:
   Housing, utilities, meals and living allowance will be provided by the company

6. Essential requirements:
   Good communication skill in English
   Attention to detail
   Inquisitive mind
   Good personality and sense of humor
   Interest toward Japanese culture

Company profile:
Toyota Bosoku is a Japanese manufacturer, a member of Toyota Group of companies, manufacturing automotive interior components, filtration and powertrain components, and textiles and exterior components. We have Regional Management & Collaboration Hubs in 5 regions around the world, aiming to be a truly global company that promotes sustainable growth in harmony with society as a good corporate citizen while contributing to society through manufacturing. Looking into the future, we will create tomorrow’s automobile interior space that will inspire our customers the world over. Design your passion with TOYOTA BOSHOKU!

Contact information:
Megumi Kinoshita (Ms.)
Global HR Development Div.
Toyota Boshoku Corporation
megumi.kinoshita@toyota-boshoku.com